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Uncertain future for tax incentives 
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On 15 December 2021, the Department of Science and Innovation (the DSI), together with 
National Treasury (NT), released a discussion paper on the future of the research and 
development (R&D) tax incentive. It was titled “Reviewing the design, implementation and 
impact of South Africa’s Research and Development Tax Incentive”. All stakeholders were 
invited to submit comments and complete an online survey, aimed at specific aspects of the 
Research and Development (R&D) tax incentive, by 7 February 2022.  

Of particular interest is the fact that the discussion paper acknowledges that Government’s 
role is to create a conducive environment, not only for R&D but also for innovation and 
productive investment in general. The paper notes that R&D activities have both direct and 
indirect effects, such as direct increased market share and profitability, while indirectly 
enabling other companies to imitate and learn from those that have already innovated. 
Furthermore, it states that “if genuine R&D investment can be encouraged, there are likely to 
be net positive societal benefits that outweigh the cost of providing the investment”. In 2019, 
a White Paper on Science, Technology and Innovation (STI) was published. At its core, it 
emphasised using STI to accelerate inclusive economic growth, make the economy more 
competitive and improve people’s daily lives. 

Clearly there are benefits to having a thriving R&D culture in our country.  

Currently, South Africa ranks below countries such as China and India when it comes to gross 
expenditure on R&D. When R&D spending is compared to GDP per capita, we rank far below, 
for example, the Republic of Korea. For every 1 000 total human capital employment, Russia 
employs 10.1 R&D personnel. South Africa employs only 5.7.  So, what can be done for R&D 
to thrive in South Africa? 

On 10 February 2022, President Ramaphosa noted in his State of the Nation (SONA) address 
that “We continue to work in a social compact with the private sector to create a more 
conducive environment for them to be able to create jobs.” Considering South Africa’s poor 
economic performance in the last few years, now is when South Africa, and potential investors, 
need this “conducive environment” to be in place.  

“Conducive” means “making a certain situation or outcome likely or possible”. It is a simple 
fact that business likes certainty. Business likes knowing what kind of environment it is 
operating in and what it can expect from all stakeholders. Certainty makes business invest, it 



enables business to make plans and to innovate because it can. Not to mention that genuine 
R&D makes the economy more competitive and improves people’s lives.   

Unfortunately, this certainty does not extend to the R&D tax incentive, which is legislated to 
end on 30 September 2022, with little indication as to its future. While it is accepted that 
business will always invest and innovate, because it is necessary for survival, business will 
not invest more than is absolutely necessary without certainty; without the conducive 
environment which President Ramaphosa spoke about at SONA.  

So, while the R&D discussion paper was long overdue, an announcement regarding the future 
of the R&D tax incentive (promised for the 2022 Budget Speech on 23 February) cannot come 
soon enough. It would be nice to see this incentive extended for at least another 10 years, 
with the 2015 DSI guidelines and 2017 SARS interpretation note updated and finalised before 
the end of 2022. In a perfect world, the fine-tuning of the internal business process exclusion 
and repercussions for those who do not submit timeous progress reports will come to fruition. 

Do not forget, however, that all tax incentives come with a sunset date, which can easily catch 
a taxpayer by surprise. Some examples include: 

 The urban development zone incentive, which encourages the upliftment of urban 
areas, ends on 31 March 2023. 

 The learnership allowance, which encourages business to enter into learnerships with 
employees, ends on 31 March 2024. This incentive is used by many corporate 
taxpayers and offers South Africa at least part of the solution to youth unemployment. 

 The energy efficiency allowance, which encourages business to improve energy use 
through innovative means, will cease on 31 December 2022. 

While it is acknowledged that a tax incentive should only exist if it meets its intended 
objectives, the point is that business cannot meet its obligations under the social compact if it 
is not taken into government’s confidence and given ample notice of contemplated changes.  

It should be noted that certainty is also relevant when it comes to tax incentives that are widely 
applied. We thus look forward to a positive announcement in the Budget Speech 2022 
regarding incentives.  
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About SAICA 

The South African Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA), South Africa’s pre-eminent 
accountancy body, is widely recognised as one of the world’s leading accounting institutes. 
The Institute provides a wide range of support services to more than 50 000 members and 
associates who are chartered accountants (CAs[SA]), as well as associate general 
accountants (AGAs[SA]) and accounting technicians (ATs[SA]), who hold positions as CEOs, 
MDs, board directors, business owners, chief financial officers, auditors and leaders in every 
sphere of commerce and industry, and who play a significant role in the nation’s highly 
dynamic business sector and economic development. 

Chartered Accountants are highly valued for their versatile skill set and creative lateral 
thinking, that's why all of the top 100 Global Brands employ Chartered Accountants. 
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